In vitro reconstruction of hybrid arterial media with molecular and cellular orientations.
A hybrid medial tissue composed of a type I collagen gel, into which smooth muscle cells (SMCs) derived from bovine aortic media were 3-dimensionally (3D) embedded, was constructed around an elastomeric silicone tube (outer diameter: 8 mm). Subsequently, hybrid tissues thus prepared were subjected to three modes of mechanical stimulation in the medium: one was subjected to flotation with no disturbance (isotonic control), the second was kept isometrically (static stress) and the third was subjected to continuous periodic stretch by inflation of the embedded silicone tube which stimulated arterial pulsation (dynamic stress, amplitude: 5% in inner diameter; frequency: 60 RPM). After a 5-day culture period, hybrid tissues were morphologically investigated. In control gels, polygonal SMCs and extracellular collagen fiber bundles were randomly oriented. On the other hand, upon static or dynamic stress loading, bipolar spindle-shaped SMCs and dense collagen fiber bundles were aligned circumferentially around the silicone tube, which proceeded with time. The orientations of SMCs and collagen fibers were more prominent in dynamically stressed hybrid tissues than those in statistically stressed ones. The pulsatile stress-loaded hybrid medial tissue mimicked the media of native muscular arteries in terms of cellular and molecular orientations.